ABOUT THE INTERACTIVE PLANT
Expedite the learning curve at the Interactive Plant Environment, where Emerson™ courses are designed to enhance the learner’s training experience for Rosemount™ products simulating real-life plant situations. This immersive training models plant environments, where we can replicate your most common (and unexpected) process scenarios. Our benign oil and water process offers a breadth of measurement points, enabling contextual training within a hazard-free environment. At the Interactive Plant Environment, we're building process proficiency and know-how that far exceeds basic classroom knowledge.

LOCATIONS

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
Emerson Rosemount Global Headquarters
Phone: (U.S.) 1 800 654 7768
Email: Training.IVSNARC@Emerson.com
6021 Innovation Blvd.
Shakopee, MN 55379

CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA
Emerson Service Center
Phone: (U.S.) 1 800 654 7768
Email: Training.IVSNARC@Emerson.com
6135 Lakeview Rd., Suite 500
Charlotte, NC 28269
Register to attend a class.
Visit Emerson.com/MyConnect and click Browse Course Catalog or search the course number to view the complete course schedule and select the course that is right for you.

For inquiries and quotes:
Training.IVSNarc@Emerson.com

+1 800 338 8158 or +1 641 754 3771
Education@Emerson.com / Training.IVSNarc@Emerson.com
Emerson.com/MyConnect

Please Note: To complete the registration process, attendees must register through MyCONNECT or call the registration center (800-338-8158). Only receipt of purchase order guarantees a seat.

Cancellations: You may cancel your reservations up to 14 calendar days prior to the start of the course without incurring a cancellation fee. 50 percent of the full tuition will be charged for cancellations received during the 14 days prior to the start of the course, and full tuition will be charged for failure to attend without cancelling. Substitutions are accepted until the first day of class. Scheduled courses may be cancelled due to low enrolment.